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Abstract
We propose an algorithm that constructs relationships among any number of seed words. A relationship consists of a set of iteratively-generated paths of similar words, where each path links one
seed word to another. The similar words are generated using Word2Vec word embeddings and the
cosine similarity measure. By examining the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in the mental
health domain, we find that the algorithm effectively returns meaningful relationships and has the
potential to be used for hypothesis generation and information extraction.
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Introduction

The amount of information published in academic journals is increasing at a breathtaking rate. In
2018 alone, over three million research articles were published in English-speaking journals [21],
and shows no sign of slowing down. Not only is it impossible to keep up with every result, but it
is becoming increasingly difficult to comprehend the complex interplay and ever-changing relationships among many of the words that constitute the results. Thus, many have turned to extracting
relationships among words and concepts from previously published literature with the hope of verifying known relationships, discovering new relationships, and generating hypotheses for further
inquiry.
This paper proposes a novel, unsupervised, and domain-independent algorithm for building
relationships among any number of given seed words. These relationships are constructed by
creating a set of links among seed words, where each link consists of a path of related words from
one seed word to another. Links can be thought of as a lexical chain (a sequence of related words or
concepts) between two words. The algorithm builds on previous results by using word embeddings
generated via Word2Vec [27, 23] and the cosine similarity measure to discover related words used
in the construction of the links between the given words. The general idea of the algorithm was
inspired by the common literature-based discovery technique of closed discovery [37, 10]. The
resulting links and relationships, although interesting in their own right, can be used for hypothesis
generation, information extraction, and general guidance for further inquiry.
The proposed algorithm can be applied to numerous domains given a sufficient word embedding
space. In this paper, we decided to investigate the algorithm’s effectiveness within the context of
mental health, looking at relationships between terms such as “anxiety”, “depression”, and many
others via embeddings extracted from the PubMed database [23]. We chose this field partly due
to the availability of published articles and embedding models, but mainly due to its impact and
importance. A better understanding of an individual’s mental health and the relationships between
illnesses, treatments, and explanations may lead to a happier, healthier, and safer society as a whole.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review relevant literature and highlight
the differences between this paper and past approaches. Then, we explore the existing techniques
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of literature-based discovery and word embeddings in Sections 3 and 4 respectively, and describe
how each topic is relevant to the discovery algorithm described in this paper. In Section 5, we
describe the proposed algorithm along with the pseudocode for both discovering and analyzing
relationships. We present interesting discovered relationships in Section 6. Finally, we discuss
short-comings, extensions, and future work in Section 7, and we conclude with Section 8.

2

Literature Review

In this section, we review relevant literature. Beginning with word embedding techniques, we
examine their importance to information extraction in the biomedical domain. Next, we review
literature-based discovery and its relation to word embeddings, followed by a brief review of lexical
chains and their use in relationship discovery.

2.1

Word Embeddings

There are many techniques for perserving the semantic relationships between words or concepts,
such as Latent Semantic Analysis [12], Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4], and more recently, various
neural network approaches. One such unsupervised neural network approach, Word2Vec, is a family
of model architectures which generate word embeddings from large, unstructured corpora using a
shallow neural network [27]. Today, many state-of-the-art results involving word embeddings have
been generated via deep learning [5, 28].
In the biomedical domain, word embeddings have been widely used to extract information from
text [9, 19, 25, 26, 41]. In the field of psychology, word embeddings have been used to explore word
associations in dreams [1], to detect anxiety [33, 35], and to generally monitor mental health [3, 14].

2.2

Literature-Based Discovery

Literature-based discovery was originally developed by Dr. Don Swanson, who proposed a method
of extracting undiscovered knowledge and relationships from existing literature [38]. Swanson
discovered links between various topics in published literature, such as one between fish oil and
Raynaud’s syndrome [37], and another between migraines and magnesium [39]. Today, literaturebased discovery is widely used in a multitude of fields [15], including technology [16, 24], counterterrorism [17, 20], and biomedicine [7]. Within the biomedical domain, literature-based discovery
has been used to investigate drug development [13, 44], drug repurposing [29, 43, 44], and many
other non-explicit relationships.
One framework for literature-based discovery involves using distributional models, which often
involve constructing word embeddings [10]. Combining both word embeddings and literature-based
discovery have led to substantial results. For example, Latent Semantic Indexing has been shown to
improve the effectiveness of literature-based discovery [8]. Additionally, Kibwami and Tutesigensi
used the cosine similarity score of TF-IDF category vectors as a basis for literature-based discovery
regarding environmental research [22]. Rather, et al., showed that Word2Vec and literature-based
discovery can effectively verify and uncover relationships regarding biomedical concepts [30]. The
authors, however, only looked at similar words for a single given word. Word embeddings and
literature-based discovery have also been used to find “potentially new multimorbidity patterns
of psychiatric and somatic diseases” [42]. Pertaining to mental health, Hu and Terrazas used
Word2Vec and literature-based discovery to develop a proof-of-concept computer system which
leverages extracted knowledge to make recommendations [14].
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2.3

Lexical Chains

A lexical chain consists of a sequence of related words or concepts. Lexical chains have long been
used in text summarization [2], especially within the biomedical domain [31, 32]. Srinivasan proposed a closed-discovery algorithm (among others) that links two concepts with the help of MeSH
profiles [36]. Jha and Jin used a graph-based approach to “glean” across multiple documents to
discover relationships between a pair of words, and they evaluated the strength of the discovered
relationships via the Kulczynski correlation measure [17]. The authors only discussed relationships
between two concepts, and the concepts themselves require prior extraction, along with the construction of a knowledge base to store the relations between concepts. Jiang and Zhai proposed
a probabilistic approach based on random walks of word adjacency graphs for discovering meaningful relations between words [18]. We were unable to find any existing approach that used word
embeddings along with the cosine similarity score to iteratively generate links between multiple
words.
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Literature-Based Discovery

Literature-based discovery is a form of knowledge extraction from existing literature with the goal
of uncovering previously unknown relationships or verifying known relationships. As discussed in
Section 2.2, the effectiveness of literature-based discovery to uncover and verify relationships has
been demonstrated by its widespread use, both on a single domain and across multiple domains. Regardless of the number of domains, many literature-based discovery models are built upon Swanson
and Smalheiser’s proposed ABC co-occurrence model [40]. Within the ABC co-occurrence model,
there are methods of closed discovery and open discovery [10].
The goal of closed discovery is to explain correlations [10]. Given a start term and an end term,
closed discovery attempts to find middle term(s) which link the start term to the end term. Both
the start term and end term of the discovery process must be known beforehand. For example,
consider two known terms A and C. Additionally, suppose it is discovered that term A is related
to term(s) Bi and term(s) Bi is related to term C. Hence, a conclusion may be drawn that term A
is related term C. As shown in Figure 1, there can be any number of Bi terms.
On the other hand, the goal of open discovery is to generate new relationships [10]. After
beginning with a known start term, related terms are generated until a desired number relationships
are found. For example, given any start term A, a list of related terms B1 , B2 , . . . Bn are generated.
Then, from each Bi , a list of Ci,1 , Ci,2 , . . . Ci,m are generated. This process is depicted in Figure 2.
Regardless of the discovery approach, there are various methods for finding the intermediate
(and end, in the case of open discovery) terms. Three main approaches include co-occurrence models, semantic models, and distributional models [10]. Within a co-occurrence model, relationships
are discovered by looking at terms that co-occur with each other. Similarly, a semantic model finds
terms that are semantically similar. In both cases, terms are represented as the words themselves.
With distributional models, however, the terms are represented as context vectors (generated, for
example, by Word2Vec). Here, the relationships are realized through operations in the vector space,
such as cosine similarity.
As mentioned in Section 1, we focus on relationships between terms pertaining to mental health
that exists within the biomedical domain. Because an open discovery distributional model has no
set end term(s), the number of possible relationships could quickly become unmanageable without
domain-specific knowledge. Thus, we decided to focus only on a closed discovery distributional
model. However, our model differs slightly from the closed discovery model described above by
allowing for any number of initial words, where all are treated as both start and end terms. Addi4
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tionally, we allow for longer paths (more intermediate terms) between the initial terms. The path
length is only limited by the number of iterations parameter of our algorithm. This process is
formally described in Section 5.

4

Word Embeddings

Embedding words as vectors, when done in a way to preserve semantic relationships between words,
allows for more meaningful vector manipulation and more effective relationship discovery. Thus,
it is imperative that this process be as efficient and as independent as possible, so that it can
be applied to any collection of text, no matter the domain or size. Although there are numerous
methods for embedding words as vectors, recent state-of-the-art results have come from machine
learning. Here, we leverage embeddings generated via Word2Vec, which was one of the pioneering
unsupervised word embedding-generation techniques. In Section 4.1, we discuss the Word2Vec
architectures and the structure of the resulting embeddings. Then, in Section 4.2, we explain how
Word2Vec was used to generate the PubMed embeddings, that are used in this paper.

4.1

Background on Word2Vec

Word2Vec is a family of model architectures which generate word embeddings from large, unstructured corpora using a shallow, unsupervised neural network [27]. There are two main architectures:
Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and skip-gram. With CBOW, the model predicts a word given
a surrounding text. The skip-gram model, on the other hand, predicts the surrounding words of
a given word. Because Word2Vec is completely unsupervised, no labeled data is needed during
the word embedding generation. Instead, unstructured corpora (such as raw text) are given to the
model(s) which, through training, results in word vectors. The resulting vectors are typically between 50 and 300 dimensions, and given sufficient training data, capture the semantic relationships
between the words in the original text.
Usually, semantic relationships between words are captured through a similarity measure between their respective vectors. One such measure is cosine similarity, which leverages the cosine of
the angle between two vectors. In theory, smaller angles between word vectors indicate a higher
similarity between the respective words. Put differently, words with small vector-angle differences
have been used in similar contexts throughout the training data. The cosine similarity measures
ranges from −1 (words have complete opposite meanings) to 1 (words are exactly the same). Note
that the original Word2Vec architectures do not take into account homographs, which limits its ability to accurately embed certain words as well as accurately calculate similarity. This shortcoming
is further discussed in Section 7.

4.2

PubMed Embeddings

PubMed is a search engine comprising of over 30 million citations within the biomedical domain 1 .
Because the database contains millions of scientific articles and abstracts, it has long been used for
information retrieval and extraction tasks. Additionally, due to its large collection of unstructured
text, the database lends itself nicely to the Word2Vec models discussed in Section 4.1. While
investigating a query-document similarity score, Kim, et al., generated word embeddings using
Word2Vec and PubMed article titles and abstracts [23]. More specifically, they used the Word2Vec
skip-gram model architecture along with the abstracts and titles from over 25 million PubMed
1

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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documents to generate word embeddings. In terms of preprocessing, the authors removed all
stopwords from the titles and abstracts. No other preprocessing information was given by the
authors. Their word embedding model is available online. 2
We use the aforementioned PubMed embedding model created by Kim, et al., as the foundation for our analysis because, most importantly, the embeddings were generated using a large set
of training data, where this data is relevant to the mental health terms being investigated. Additionally, the model is publicly available online, allowing for others to easily download the model
and replicate the results.

5

Methods

In the following three subsections, we outline the algorithm used for discovering relationships among
words, provide the pseudocode for the algorithm, and present possible methods for analyzing a
relationship once discovered.

5.1

Method for Discovering Relationships

Given a set of seed words, the goal is to connect each seed word to one another via links constructed
of similar words. The resulting set of links constitute a relationship among the seed words. A link
between two seed words is created when the seed words share one of the iteratively-generated
similar words. Similar words are found using the cosine similarity measure. When a shared word
is discovered, two partial links are created from the shared word back to each seed word. These
partial links are then combined, and added onto the overall relationship.
To illustrate this process, let {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk } be the set of seed words for the model and assume
the algorithm is iterated n times with j similar words per word per iteration. The seed words,
number of iterations, and number of similar words are all chosen before running the algorithm.
Different values and combinations of these parameters and their effects on relationships are explored
in Section 6.
Each seed word has its own list that contains the iteratively-generated simialr words. After
each iteration, we must retain enough information so that, if there is an overlap between the seed
words’ similar lists, then we can successfully construct the link between seed words. Thus, every
similar word entry added to a seed word’s list takes the following form:
[wordsimilar , wordgeneratedF rom , iteration, cosSim],

(1)

where wordsimilar is one of the top j similar words to wordgeneratedF rom , iteration is the current iteration of the algorithm, and cosSim is the cosine similarity between wordsimilar and
wordgeneratedF rom . The latter is used to evaluate the “strength” of the relationship.
The following construction process is repeated for each seed word si ∈ {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk }. For
simplicity, we outline the general case for si .
First, we begin with the following set:
[[si , ORIG, 0, 1]],

(2)

which acts as the base of the list. Note that the current iteration is 0, and ORIG is simply a
placeholder to indicate that si is a seed word. Then, on the first iteration (iteration 1) of the
algorithm, we generate the j most similar words (j highest cosine similarities) to all entries added
2

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Wilbur/IRET/DATASET/
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on the previous iteration (iteration 0) and append them to the list with the form described in (1)
above. Hence, we have
[[si , ORIG, 0, 1],

(3)

[w1 , si , 1, cosSim(w1 , si )],
[w2 , si , 1, cosSim(w2 , si )],
...
[wj , si , 1, cosSim(wj , si )]],
where each w1 , . . . wj is one of the top j similar words to si . Again, note that the current iteration
is 1 and that si replaced ORIG, as each w1 , . . . wj was generated from si . On the next iteration
(iteration 2), we again generate the j most similar words to all entries added on the previous
iteration (iteration 1) and append them in the correct form to the list. Hence, the list for si now
looks like

[[si , ORIG, 0, 1],

(4)

[w1 , si , 1, cosSim(w1 , si )],
[w2 , si , 1, cosSim(w2 , si )],
...,
[wj , si , 1, cosSim(wj , si )],
[w1,1 , w1 , 2, cosSim(w1 , w1,1 )],
...,
[w1,j , w1 , 2, cosSim(w1 , w1,j )],
[w2,1 , w2 , 2, cosSim(w2 , w2,1 )],
...,
[w2,j , w2 , 2, cosSim(w2 , w2,j )],
...,
[wj,j , wj , 2, cosSim(wj , wj,j )]].
The subscript pair on each generated wm,k above should be read as “wm,k is the mth most similar
word to wk . Note that there are now j 2 entries in list (4) above. This process is repeated until
the nth iteration is reached. Upon completion, for each seed word si ∈ {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk }, we now
have a list containing all information needed to begin constructing the links and relationships. The
construction of the seed word lists is described as pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
There exists a relationship if two or more original seed words can be linked via a path consisting
of generated similar words. To illustrate this, take the initial set of seed words {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk } and
let S(si ) denote the set of j most similar words to word si , and suppose we only look at the
first iteration. On the first iteration, we generate set {S(s1 ), S(s2 ), . . . , S(sk )} containing sets of
similar words for each seed word. Next, we check the intersection between every combination of
sets in {S(s1 ), S(s2 ), . . . , S(sk )}. Any shared words constitute a relationship. For example, suppose
S(s1 ) ∩ S(s2 ) = {w}. In this case, word w is one of the j most similar words to both s1 and s2 .
Using ⇐⇒ to denote ”is T
similar to”, we can write the relationship as {s1 } ⇐⇒ {w} ⇐⇒ {s2 }.
Or, for example, suppose {S(s1 ), S(s2 ), . . . , S(sk )} = {w}. This indicates the relationship
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{w} ⇐⇒ {s1 }

(5)

⇐⇒ {s2 }
...
⇐⇒ {sk }
For multiple iterations, a relationship may look something like
{s1 } ⇐⇒ {x1 } ⇐⇒ {y2 } ⇐⇒ {z1 } ⇐⇒ {s2 }

(6)

where x1 ∈ S(s1 ), z1 ∈ S(s2 ), and y2 ∈ S(S(s1 )) ∩ S(S(s2 )). As one can see, there are numerous
possible paths for relationships to be formed. A seed word may be generated from the similar
words of another, or perhaps similar words from different iterations may match. Additionally, the
number of words (and combinations) grows exponentially, so only a few iterations are considered in
this paper. Further discussion on increasing the number of iterations as well as potentially limiting
the generated words to avoid exponential growth can be found in Section 7.
After discovering a shared word between seed word lists, the next step is to effectively “undo”
the aforementioned process in order to construct the path of words to each seed word to create the
relationship. And because the entries in the seed word lists are of the form described in (1), we
can use this information to construct the paths.
Suppose we have the following two different seed word lists:
[[s1 , ORIG, 0, 1], [w, s1 , 1, cosSim(w, s1 )], . . . ]

(7)

[[s2 , ORIG, 0, 1], [w, s2 , 1, cosSim(w, s2 )], . . . ]

(8)

and we find that w is shared between the two lists. Beginning with list (7) and referring to entry
[w, s1 , 1, cosSim(w, s1 )], we must find another entry in (7) generated on the previous iteration
that contains s1 as that first entry. Clearly, [s1 , ORIG, 0, 1] satisfies this, and because we cannot
decrement the iteration anymore, we have found the portion of the relationship linking seed word
s1 to w:
[s1 , ORIG, 0, 1] ⇐⇒ [w, s1 , 1, cosSim(w, s1 )]

(9)

Repeating this for list (8), we find the part of the relationship linking seed word s2 to w:
[s2 , ORIG, 0, 1] ⇐⇒ [w, s2 , 1, cosSim(w, s2 )]

(10)

Finally, combining (9) and (10) give us the complete relationship
[s1 , ORIG, 0, 1] ⇐⇒ {[w, s1 , 1, cosSim(w, s1 )], [w, s2 , 1, cosSim(w, s2 )]} ⇐⇒ [s2 , ORIG, 0, 1]
Or, reduced to just the words
{s1 } ⇐⇒ {w} ⇐⇒ {s2 }

(11)

This process to find shared words between seed word lists (in the form of (4)) and to generate a
relationship is detailed in Algorithm 2. Additionally, the process of backtracing through seed word
lists to construct a link from a shared word to a seed word is outlined in Algorithm 3.
9

Although this example only discusses a single iteraiton and two seed words, this process can
be repeated for any number of iterations and seed words. Note that the maximum relationship
length is limited by the number of iterations performed. Each iteration affects each seed word list
independently, thus the length from seed word to shared word grows exactly with the number of
iterations. Because a relationship goes from seed word to shared word to seed word, the maximum
length of a relationship is bounded by 2i − 1, where i is the iteration. Note that subtracting one
is needed otherwise the shared word would be double-counted. Additionally, note that there is a
possibility for duplicate and trivial relationships to be formed. To see how this happens, suppose
S(s1 ) ∩ S(s2 ) = {w}. Then on the next iteration S(w) ∈ S(S(s1 )) ∩ S(S(s2 )), which will result in
relationships with links containing more than one shared word. This is combated by ignoring any
pairs of links containing more than two of the same word.
Once a relationship is discovered, we store it in a dictionary data structure, where the keys are
the shared words (i.e., {w} from (11) in the above example) and the values are all of the paths
from the key to the seed words which are discovered (i.e., (9) and (10) in the above example).
Following the completion of the algorithm, this dictionary should contain all relationships among
seed words for the given parameters. Thus, we can now assess the merit of each relationship, look
at statistical measures such as word frequency or relationship strength as a basis for verifying and
discovering meaningful relations among the seed words.

5.2

Pseudocode

This section presents the pseudocode for generating seed word lists given a set of seed words
(Algorithm(1)), discovering shared words between seed words along with creating the relationship (Algorithm(2)), and constructing the links back to seed words after finding a shared word
(Algorithm (3)). Note that various optimizations are ignored in the pseudocode for presentation
purposes.
Algorithm 1 Generate Seed Word Lists
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure SeedWordLists(L, iteration, numSimilar)
. L is list of seed words
M ← []
. To store generated seed word lists
for word in L do
. For each seed word
M .append([[word,ORIG,0,1]])
for seedList in M do
. For each seed word list
for i in 0,1,. . . ,iteration do
. For each iteration
for entry in seedList do
if entry[2] = i then
. If from previous iteration
curW ord ← entry[0]
simW ords ← most numSimilar similar words to curW ord
for simW ord in simW ords do
. Add all similar words in correct form
seedList.append([simW ord,curW ord,i+1,cosSim(curW ord, simW ord)])
return M
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Algorithm 2 Find all relationships given a set of seed word lists
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure FindRelationship(SeedW ordList)
D ← {}
. D is dictionary to store all relationships
i←0
for i in 0,1,. . . ,len(seedW ordList) − 1 do
for entry in seedList[i] do
. For each word in seed list
for seedList0 in seedW ordList[i + 1 :] do
for entry 0 in seedList0 do
if entry[0] = entry 0 [0] then
. Two seed lists share a common word
link ←backtrace(entry, seedList)
link 0 ←backtrace(entry 0 , seedList0 )
D[entry].add(link)
D[entry].add(link 0 )
return D

Algorithm 3 Construct a link from shared word to seed word
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure Backtrace(entry, seedList)
i ← entry[2] − 1
. i is iteration tracker
word ← entry[1]
. word is word we search for
link ← [entry]
while i ≥ 0 do
for entry 0 in seedList do
if entry 0 [2] = i and entry 0 = word then
. If same word on previous iteration
link.append(entry 0 )
i←i−1
. Now looking at previous iteration
word ← entry 0 [1]
. Set word to the word that generated word
return link
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5.3

Method for Analyzing Relationships

After gathering all possible links between the seed words with the given algorithm parameters, we
then proceeded to analyze the relationship in varying ways. One measure is averaging the cosine
similarity for each immediate word pair across the entire relationship. For example, given the
following relationship:
{s1 } ⇐⇒ {s01 } ⇐⇒ {w} ⇐⇒ {s02 } ⇐⇒ {s2 }

(12)

we can look at the similarity for the entire relationship:
cosSim(s1 , s01 ) + cosSim(s01 , w) + cosSim(w, s02 ) + cosSim(s02 , s2 )
4

(13)

or the similarity for the various links (in this case, seed word to shared word) within the relationship:
cosSim(s1 , s01 ) + cosSim(s01 , w) cosSim(w, s02 ) + cosSim(s02 , s2 )
,
2
2

(14)

The above measure (14) is written pair-wise because there exist two links, one from seed word
s1 to shared word w, and one from seed word s2 to shared word w. Intuitively, the similarity
measure can be thought of as the “strength” of the overall relationship or individual link.
Another way to assess the resulting relationships is to look at recurring words within the links
of relationships, along with the total number of times each word appears. This measure becomes
important as the number of iterations grows because this causes the relationships to grow more
and more complex. Relationships and links can also be analyzed on an individual word level, such
as by looking at the type of shared words. For example, relationships can be filtered by restricting
the shared words to disease or illness names. This is explored in Section 6.
One way to filter relationships is via part-of-speech (POS). For example, the resulting relationships can be filtered to only include links containing verbs or adjectives. The Word2Vec model
used in this paper does not take into account multiple tags for the same word, nor does it record
the sentences used for training. Therefore, POS tagging must be done after the fact, which limits
the ability to accurately tag word. This limitation is further discussed in Section 7.

6

Results

In this section, each relationship is represented as a set of links between seed words and shared
words. Each link takes the following form:
{shared} ⇐⇒ {wn } ⇐⇒ . . . {w1 } ⇐⇒ {seed}

(15)

where seed is one of the seed words and w1 , . . . , wn , shared are the generated similar words. Because
we are interested in connecting seed words, a relationship may look something like this:
{shared} ⇐⇒ {wn } ⇐⇒ . . . {w1 } ⇐⇒ {seed1 }
{shared} ⇐⇒

{wk0 }

⇐⇒

. . . {w10 }

(16)

⇐⇒ {seed2 }

which can also be written as
{seed1 } ⇐⇒ {w1 } ⇐⇒ · · · ⇐⇒ {shared} ⇐⇒ · · · ⇐⇒ {w10 } ⇐⇒ {seed2 }.
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(17)

or as
{shared} ⇐⇒ {wn } ⇐⇒ · · · ⇐⇒ {w1 } ⇐⇒ {seed1 }
⇐⇒

{wk0 }

⇐⇒ · · · ⇐⇒

{w10 }

(18)

⇐⇒ {seed2 }

The simpler relationships, such as those between two seed words created on a single iteration
(i.e., those described in Section 6.1), are written using the method described in (17) above. However,
the more complex relationships involving multiple seed words and iterations are written using the
method described in (18) above. For some of the links and relationships, we appended the averaged
cosine similarity score (when needed) in order to gauge the strength.

6.1

“Anxiety” and “Depression”

First, we investigated the resulting relationships between two seed words, “anxiety” and “depression”, and how they are affected by varying the number of similar words. It is important to note
that “anxiety” and “depression” are relatively similar to begin with (high cosine similarity score),
thus it is expected that they will share many words in their respective similar-word lists.
With a single iteration and five similar words per iteration, we get the following relationship,
along with the averaged cosine similarities:
{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.9366)

(19)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {depressive} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.9239)

(20)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {mood} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.9039)

(21)

Note that link (19) indicates that both seed words appear in each others top five similar words.
Increasing to ten similar words, we get the same relationship as above, plus the following:
{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {hopelessness} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8843)

(22)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {somatization} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8826)

(23)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {psychopathology} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8799)

(24)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {hyperarousal} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8714)

(25)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {anhedonia} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8673)

(26)

With twenty similar words, we again get the same relationships as above, plus the following:
{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {suicidality} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8655)

(27)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {ptsd} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8590)

(28)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {phobia} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8559)

(29)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {panic} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8425)

(30)

{anxiety} ⇐⇒ {dysphoria} ⇐⇒ {depression}, (0.8406)

(31)

One immediately noticeable trend is the general decrease of average cosine similarity as the number
of similar words increases, which is to be expected given the method of discovery. Looking more
closely at the words constituting the above relationships, we find many interesting properties. For
example, (21) indicates that both “depression” and “anxiety” are a kind of mood. Similarly, (24)
verifies the fact that both “depression” and “anxiety” fall under the umbrella of psychopathology
(the study of abnormal cognitions, behaviors, and experiences). More complex relationships are
shown in (27) and (28), where both “anxiety” and “depression” are verified to be significantly
related with suicide [6] and PTSD [11, 34], respectively.
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6.2

Illness from Symptoms

Now suppose we want to see which mental illness is characterized by the following four symptoms:
“hallucinations”, “delusions”, “panic”, and “paranoia”. Using the symptoms as seed words, and
iterating the algorithm once with 150 similar words results in many links. We can filter out trivial
links (those that are constructed using a variation of a seed word, basic verbs) as well as links that
are unique to a subset of the seed words (as we are interested in a relationship between all four seed
words). Note that, rather than writing {shared} ⇐⇒ {seedi } on each line, we combined all of the
seed words onto a single line. The similarity score appended onto the end of each relationship is the
averaged cosine similarity between the shared word and each seed. Two of the strongest resulting
relationship are as follows:
{psychotic} ⇐⇒ {hallucinations, delusions, panic, paranoia}, (0.8343)

(32)

{psychosis} ⇐⇒ {hallucinations, delusions, panic, paranoia}, (0.7986)

(33)

Therefore, the results seem to suggest that “hallucinations”, “delusions”, “panic”, and “paranoid”
are characteristics of “psychosis”.

6.3

Multiple Iterations

Next, we look at a relationship constructed using multiple iterations. Consider the following two
seed words, “sleep” and “tourette” with three iterations and ten similar words per iteration. This results in only three components of the overall relationship, with shared words “depressive”, “panic”,
and “depressives”:

{depressive} ⇐⇒ {insomnia} ⇐⇒ {sleepiness} ⇐⇒ {sleep}

(34)

⇐⇒ {psychotic} ⇐⇒ {catatonia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {mdd} ⇐⇒ {schizophrenia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {psychosis} ⇐⇒ {schizophrenia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}

{panic} ⇐⇒ {insomnia} ⇐⇒ {sleepiness} ⇐⇒ {sleep}

(35)

⇐⇒ {mania} ⇐⇒ {catatonia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {manic} ⇐⇒ {catatonia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {psychotic} ⇐⇒ {catatonia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {tic} ⇐⇒ {gts} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {mdd} ⇐⇒ {schizophrenia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}

{depressives} ⇐⇒ {insomniacs} ⇐⇒ {sleepiness} ⇐⇒ {sleep}

(36)

⇐⇒ {schizophrenic} ⇐⇒ {schizophrenia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
⇐⇒ {schizophrenics} ⇐⇒ {schizophrenia} ⇐⇒ {tourette}
Note that the relationship is written in the form of (18) above. From (34), (35), and (36), it
seems like “sleep” is related to “tourette” through traits such as “panic” and “mania”, as well
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as “depressive(s)” and “catatonia”. Another way to view this relationship is graphically via the
word embeddings. Using the above relationship along with Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
to reduce the dimension of the embeddings to two, we get the graph displayed in Figure 3. Seed
words “sleep” and “tourette” are depicted as black circles, and all words listed in (34), (35), and
(36) are depicted as red stars. All of the similar words not in a link are blue rings. Note the two
distinctive clusters, separated by X=0, which correspond to the similar words for each seed word.
Due to the loss in dimensionality, the links from one seed word to another (colored red) may get
skewed.

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the relationship between “sleep” and “tourette”. Seed word
“sleep” is located at approximately (-1.5,-0.05) and seed word “tourette” is located at approximately
(1.8,0.34).
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6.4

Another Example of Multiple Iterations

Finally, suppose we use the seed words “violence” and “disorder” with two iterations and twenty
similar words per iteration. This gives us the following relationship components (37) and (38),
along with the PCA graph depicted in Figure 4.

{psychopathology} ⇐⇒ {maltreatment} ⇐⇒ {violence}

(37)

⇐⇒ {psychosis} ⇐⇒ {disorder}
⇐⇒ {phobia} ⇐⇒ {disorder}

{suicidality} ⇐⇒ {maltreatment} ⇐⇒ {violence}

(38)

⇐⇒ {psychosis} ⇐⇒ {disorder}
⇐⇒ {phobia} ⇐⇒ {disorder}
⇐⇒ {victimisation} ⇐⇒ {violence}
⇐⇒ {homelessness} ⇐⇒ {violence}

Not surprisingly, the links from both “violence” and “disorder” share “psychopathology” (the
study of abnormal cognitions), as listed in (37). More interestingly, however, are the words in (38).
The links meet on “suicidality”, and contain words such as “maltreatment”, “victimisation”, and
“homelessness”. Additionally, the graph in Figure 4 shows a clear separation along X=0, and the
path from “violence” and “depression” seems a bit more distinct than the path depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of the relationship between “violence” and “disorder”. Seed
word “violence” is located at approximately (-1.83, 0.69) and seed word “disorder” is located at
approximately (1.36,-0.36)

7
7.1

Limitations, Extensions and Future Work
Limitations

One limitation is the exponential growth rate of the number of similar words added to each seed
word list on each successive iteration. Although this exponential addition potentially leads to more
relationships being discovered, it is certainly not efficient nor scalable. Thus, one solution would
be to limit the total number of words that can be generated, or reduce the number of similar words
on each successive iteration.
Another limitation is the lack of relationships discovered from using seed words with different
parts of speech. Generally, words with a certain part of speech will be most similar to words with
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the same part of speech, especially in the Word2Vec embedding model used in this paper. Because
of this, certain seed words will rarely share a common word, until the seed word lists grow very
large (see above paragraph). A potential solution would be to only add similar words with a certain
part of speech, but this requires the words to be tagged prior to embedding generation.

7.2

Extensions and Future Work

Regarding extensions of the results, it follows that one may repeat this investigation with different
seed words, algorithm parameters, and even on different domains. One could compare resulting
relationships between the same seed words across multiple domains, with the hope of quantifying
differences between term usage. Additionally, one could also investigate the same relationships
using various embedding models, such as embeddings generated using Wikipedia or publications
pertaining specifically to mental health. This algorithm could also be applied to text that has
already been processed with named-entity recognition or entity linking.
Regarding extensions of the methods, one could integrate part-of-speech filtering, either by using
a more informative embedding model or by maintaining the tagged, original sentences. Or, perhaps,
one could adapt the algorithm to link n-grams or concepts instead of words. Similar to this, using
a more informative embedding model could also help resolve ambiguity regarding homographs in
the training corpora. Part-of-speech filtering not only shows more relevant relationships, but also
reduces the total number of relationships returned. Another way this can be achieved is though
adding domain-specific knowledge, such as disease names, and filtering via this knowledge.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel, unsupervised, and domain-independent algorithm for constructing relationships among any number of words. The resulting relationships, consisting of various
semantically-related links between words, can be used for tasks such as verifying known relationships, generating hypotheses, and discovering new relationships. In the context of mental health,
practitioners could use the algorithm and resulting relationships to relate symptoms with illnesses,
track changes in diagnostic vocabulary, or investigate relationships between seemingly unrelated
diseases. In a broader context, one could easily imagine a geologist using the proposed algorithm to
investigate the relationships between epochs and minerals, a pharmacist relating drugs to various
side effects, or even a politician linking different policies. Regardless of the domain, the proposed
algorithm can be used as the first step in investigating the complex and ever-increasing relationships
encountered in scientific literature.
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